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VICTOR DAVID BRENNER BURIAL SITE

REVEALED; CERTIFICATE GIVES DETAILS
By Frank Passic, Editor, The Knight.

Recent research has revealed the cause of

death, and the burial location of the famed

sculptor, medalist, and U.S. Lincoln Cent coin

designer Victor David Brenner (1871-1924).

Brenner was a native of Siauliai, Lithuania, the son

of George and Sarah (Margolis) Brenner. He

arrived in the United States at the port of New

York on May 17, 1890 under the name of David

Brenner, age 20. His immigration and U.S.

citizenship documents were researched several

years ago by Edward Baranauskas and published

here in The Knight in our November-December

1999 issue.

In searching through the many numismatic

articles written about this famous coin designer

however, this writer found that little has been

written concerning the details surrounding his

death and subsequent burial location. The closest

that had been written about the subject was penned

by the legendary numismatic researcher David T.

Alexander who briefly touched upon the topic in

the Winter 1986-87 (#67) issue of the “Rare Coin

Review” in an article entitled, “Brenner or

Baranauskas: Tracing a Numismatic Myth.” The

focus of the article was aimed at the erroneous

“Baranauskas” or “Barnauskas” surname applied to

Brenner by the Lithuanian numismatist Dr.

Aleksandras Rackus (1893-1965). Alexander

however, also relates some personal information

about Brenner not covered in normal biographies.

The last surviving student of Brenner, a Leo

Caplan of New Jersey who passed away in 1984,

related to Alexander in December, 1982 at the New

York International Numismatic Convention that

(pg. 77) “the final years of the real Victor David

Brenner were plagued by illness and financial

ruin.” Furthermore, quoting Caplan, “A very poor
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money manager, Brenner died destitute in 1924. My father had to

buy him a grave in our little Jewish cemetery, the New Jersey

sculptor noted with a sigh. Oh, yes, the name on the tombstone

was BRENNER.”
As a historian and genealogist as well as a numismatist,

this writer has been posting burials on the findagrave.com

website, the 5th largest genealogy website in America. These

include the Lithuanian numismatic-related burial sites of

individuals such as Dr. Aleksandras Rackus (buried in Illinois)

and Antanas Smetona (buried in Ohio). Viewers can leave

“virtual flowers” and notes for the public to read on these

individual listings in memory of these distinguished Lithuanians.

This researcher thought it would be appropriate to list

Victor David Brenner on wwwfindagrave.com, highlighting his

contribution to American history and numismatics with a short

biography and photograph of his most famous work, the Lincoln

Cent. Yours truly then discovered that no one had ever published

detailed information about Brenner’s passing, nor his burial site.

After several months of research, this author has obtained that

information and is revealing it to the numismatic community for

the first time here in The Knight. (Continued next page...)
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THE DEATH CERTIFICATE OF VICTOR DAVID BRENNER, 1924.
Victor David Brenner died of lung cancer at the Montefiore Hospital in the Bronx, at 3:30 a.m. the

morning of April 5, 1924. This hospital was founded in 1884, named after Sir Moses Montefiore, a Jewish

community leader in New York City. The Montefiore Medical Center is still operating ttxlay.

Brenner was interred on April 6 just one day after his death, in the Highland View Cemetery

located along Cypress Avenue in Ridgewood, Queens County, New York. Highland View is the corporate

name of the cemetery. The business name it operates under however, is Mount Judah Cemetery, with a

mailing address of P.Q. Box 860177, Ridgewood, N.Y. 11385. (718) 821-1060.
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This "new" information about Brenner
was contained in his death certificate No. 2457

filed on April 6, 1924. Brenner was listed as a

white male, married, age 52. His occupation

was listed as Sculptor, birthplace Russia,

residing in the U.S. 30 years as well as in New
York City. His parents George and Sarah
(Margolis) Brenner were listed as bom in

Russia on the certificate. Brenner's address was
listed as 1219 E. 19 th St. in New York City. The
death certificate was signed by a William H.

Livingston (?), M.D., house physician. The
name of the undertaker was B. R. Gutluceway

(?) of 49 Orchard St.

Brenner's death notice was published in

the New York Times, April 6, 1924 and stated

that the funeral was private. It stated that he
was the son of Mrs. Sarah Margolis, the

husband of Ann (nee Reed), and brother of

Michael, Morris, Samuel and Miriam. So from
this we learn that Brenner had several siblings.

Mount Judah cemetery has supplied this

writer with additional information as well as a

photograph of Brenner's tombstone. Victor

David Brenner was interred in Block Q, Section

1, and Grave #232. The cemetery has no record

of his wife's death.

Brenner has now been designated as

"famous" in the www.findagrave.com. website.

That means there is a star next to his name in

the initial appearance of his name, before you
click on his name to get the full listing page

with biography. Already several persons have
left "virtual flowers" and notes on Brenner's

grave listing here.

We encourage our readers to visit

www.findagrave.com. On the right side of the

home page, click on "Search 6.8 million grave

records." Then in the form provided type in

Victor Brenner, and choose cemetery in: "New
York" as the state , and click. It is not necessary

to fill in the dates. Even though it says "Non-
Famous Search" it will still work with his

name as famous persons do come up in the

non-famous searches on Findagrave.

When you reach Brenner’s

name as shown at right,

After clicking "search," youi will see his

name on the left, with several symbols. The
Star means he was famous. The Flower means
that people have left flowers in his memory. A
Picture frame means there is a photograph of

him. On the right you will see the name of the

cemetery. If you click on Brenner's name on
the left, you will get his listing page with
biography, photograph, virtual flowers and
notes.

The Findagrave policy regarding famous
biographies has deleted genealogical details,

and focused instead on what he was most
known for, although the names of his parents

and spouse were submitted by this writer. 1

encourage our readers and numismatic
colleagues to leave flowers and a message on
Brenner's listing.

If you look at the burial information

below, you will see that the name of the

cemetery, "Mount Judah Cemetery" will come
up blue on your computer. It will also be blue

on the right on the initial appearance of

Brenner's name that had a star. If you click on
the cemetery name, you will get the cemetery

home page. There will be an option, "View All

Interments" followed by a number, which is

the number of burials that have been

submitted. If you click on that option, you will

get in alphabetical order every burial that has

been submitted in that cemetery.

Just for fun, this writer looked at the list

and found there are several other persons

intered in this particular cemetery that were
considered famous: civil rights worker Andrew
Goodman (1941-1964) who was shot/killed in

Mississippi; actress Belle Baker (1893-1957) who
was in several motion pictures and sang "Blue

Skies"; Hollywood stage and screen actor Leo

Kohlmar (1873-1946) of the 1920's through 1941;

and Jacob "Little Augie" Orgen (1901-1927)

dscribed as a Jewish 1920's gang leader and labor

(Continued next page...)
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THE LISTING OF VICTOR DAVID
BRENNER on

www.Findagrave.com

Victor David Brenner

Birth: Jun. 12, 1871, Lithuania

Death: Apr. 5, 1924
Bronx
Bronx County
New York, USA

Sculptor. The designer of the

United States Lincoln Cent, the

most widely reproduced work of art

in America: billions have been

minted since production began in

1909. He produced over 125

different medals, badges and

plaques during his career. He also

produced sculptures, such as the

"Song of Nature" which sits on the

fountain in Schenely Park in

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. In 1907

Brenner was commissioned to

produce a plaque bearing the image

of President Abraham Lincoln, and

in 1908 was commissioned to

design the Panama Canal service

medal bearing the image of

President Theodore Roosevelt.

While posing in Brenner's studio for

the latter. President Roosevelt

greatly admired Brenner's Lincoln

plaque creation. He pushed past

normal government bureaucracy to

help get Brenner's design approved

for a new cent coin to

commemorate the 100th

anniversary of Lincoln's birth

(1909). Jealous mint officials

objected to the inclusion of

Brenner's initials "V.D.B." on the

bottom of the reverse, but not

before 27 million had been minted

at the Philadelphia Mint, and just a

scant 484,000 at the San Francisco

Mint. Thus the 1909-S VDB cent is

one of the most popular and

publicized rarities in coin collecting

history. Brenner's initials were

thereby removed, but were
restored in 1918, incused in the

Added by: Frank Passic, Albion Historian

Added by: Frank Passic, Albion Historian

Added by: Frank Passic, Albion Historian

There is 1 more photo not

showing...

Click here to view all images...

Photos may be scaled.

Click on image for full size.

http. 'WWW. rindagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid= 10075994
i: 24 04
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always known each
other!"

- Pam from CA

[
PeopleFtnder ^

Advertisement

bottom left slant edge of Lincoln's

coat, (bio by: Fra nk_Pass|c, Albion

Historian)

Search Amazon.com for Victor

Brenne r

Burial:

Mount Judah Cemetery
Ridgewood
Queens County
New York, USA
Plot: Block Q, Section 1, Grave
#232

Rest in Peace
- Doc
Added; 12/24/2004

- CSA-Rebel*
Added: 12/18/2004

Record added: Dec 13 2004
By: Frank Passic, Albion Historian

BRENNER—On April 0, Victor
Djivlrt Brenner, iiusband of Ann (nee
R#f(1), ion of MM. Bnrnli MurfnlU n.r\(i

brothni' of MlchKIIl, Morvffl, BAnivi^l aiidf

Mlftnni. runern,! private.

ABOVE: Death Notice of Victor David Brenner,

New York Times, April 6, 1924.

May you rest in eternal

peace.
- Nina

Added: 12/16/2004

Leave flowers and

a note for th/s {letson^
There are 5 more notes not

showing...

Cl ick„h e re tp_ view
.
a 1 1 n otes

,

Do you have a photo to add? Click here

NOTE: You

can leave

“virtual

flowers”

and a note

in this

section!

How famous was this person?

r r r r r

Current ranking for this person: (4.0 after 7 votes)

Accuracy and Copyright Disclaimer

COURISH SPIT THEME OF NEW 50 LITIJ COIN

The Courish Spit along the Baltic Sea in

Lithuania is the theme of the new commemorative

50 litij coin issued on December 15, 2004.

This .925 silver proof coin was minted at

the Mint of Lithuania. It has a diameter of 38.61

mm. and a weight of 28.28 grams. The mintage

was 2,000 pieces. The coin was designed by Rytas

Jonas Belevicius.

The obverse displays the Vytis emblem with

“LIETUVA” on top, and “50 LITIJ” on the bottom.

The date “2004” appears at the 5 o’clock position.

The “LMK” emblem mintmark appears about the

letters ‘TIJ” of “LITIJ.”

The reverse of the coin features a stylized

fragment of the sand dunes, circled with a top

inscription, which reads “KURSIIJ NERIJA,”

meaning “Courish Spit.” The bottom legend in

smaller lettering states, “UNESCO PASAULIO
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I ITHI ANIAN AIR FORCE COMMEMORATIVE MEDAI,

By Henry L. Gaidis

Anx-'ng the table commemorative medals believed manufactured by or for the Lithuanian government is

the Lithuanian Air Force Commemorative medal. This two inch medal made in brass features a stylized

\ ersion of the traditional Lithuanian Air Force breast badge, which was worn by military pilots during the pre-

uar Smelona era on its obverse.

The reverse of the medal is blank for possible presentation engraving. This design is consists of two

crossed swords behind a double armed cross of Jurgela with wings protruding to either side. In this case, the

two of the wings actually protrude beyond the round edge of the medal. The logo “Lietuvos Karines Oro

Fajeuos” (Lithuanian Military Air Force) appears above the wings in an arched fashion. Below the Air Force

wintzs appears the traditional two intertwined honor oak leaves.

Though there is no information concerning the manufacture of this medal it is believed to have been an

olTicial Lithuanian approved medal. We are sure that all of our members are familiar with the tragic story of

Lithuania's national flying heroes, Darius and Girenas, who perished while flying from New York to Kaunas in

1Q33. Since these earliest times. Lithuania has had a fixation with aviation and the modem Lithuanian Air

Forces was quickly re-established with the restoration of independence. Though small in size the Lithuanian

.Air Forces again proudly fliers the world and is even now serving along side American forces in Afghanistan

and Iraq.

It is the author conjecture that displayed medal was probably made and distributed on or about March

1 2. 1994. to commemorate the 75'^ Anniversary of the founding of the Lithuanian Military Air Force. At the

same time, a number of commemorative post cards and envelop covers were issued with various Lithuanian

aviation themes. The history' of Lithuanian Aviation is commemorated year and this medal was surely made

with the intention to honor its continuing contribution to Lithuanian defense. An extremely nice design table

medal this medal will find a welcome place in the collection of any numismatist or military collector.

CURONIAN SPIT COIN
(Continued from page 5...)

PAVELDAS," meaning “Unesco World

Heritage.”

Instead of a traditional inscription, the

edge of this coin contains patterns from the

arms of Neringa.

The coins are offered by the Bank of

Lithuania for 90 LTL boxed, or 75 LTL
without the box. For further information, view

the website of the Bank of Lithuania at

www.lb.lt.

To promote the coin, a colorful brochure

on its history written by Vladas Portapas and
containing photographs of the Curonian Spit is

available with the coin. Edited for a smoother
English, the text of the brochure follows.

(Continued on page 8...)



The Mint of Lithuania to mint Euros

Aleksandras Radzius

According to an article in the April,

16, 2004 issue of Kauno Diena, after May
1, 2004, proprietary information was
shared with Lithuania on the specifics of

minting euro coins and by the end of

2004 or begining of 2005, the Mint will

have begun trial strikes. Of all the Baltic

States, Lithuania is the only one prepared

to mint euros. The equipment required

to mint euros according to European

Union standards has already been

installed in Vilnius at a cost of 300,000

litai. This equipment will be capable of

minting round coins as well as coins of

other shapes. Central Banks of other

countries are being approached for the

minting of their coins. The overall cost of

modifying the Mint of Lithuania will run

between 3 and 5 million litai.

So as to get accreditations from the

European Central Bank for the minting of

euros, the Mint of Lithuania has already

obtained DIN EN ISO 9001:2000 (LST EN
ISO 9001:2001) certification. Having

this certification brings the Mint of

Lithuania closer to meeting the standards

set for minting euro coins as well as

minting coins for other countries.

Currently, the Mint of Lithuania is

working with the Central Banks of

Estonia, Bylorussia, and Armenia. Many
contracts with the Mint of Lithuania call

for the latest technology and highest

standards, others call for colorization, and

still others want a crystal on the coin.

To date. It has not been determined

who or what will be depicted on one side

of the Lithuanian euro. By tradition, all

euro coins are identical on one side one,

with the other having a national design.

A competitions are being held for the

Lithuanian national design.

Reinoldas Sarkinas, Chairman of the

Board of Directors of the Bank of

Lithuania, thinks that before the euro Is

introduced, a quantity should already be

on hand. When this quantity will be

available will be determined by technical

considerations. The Mint is already

Implementing the technology to increase

its output.

It is planned that the euro will be

introduced in Lithuania by the end of

2006 or early 2007.

This equipment will insure that euros of

the Mint of Lithuania are within required

specifications.
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uania uhich separates

\onn.inas River from the sea. It s a

ne Of high sand dunes called the

i'uronian Spit. It's about 98

k iometers long and measures 4

k iometers at its widest near Nida

and a mere 370 meters at its

narrowest near $arkuva. Its western

coastline is rather straight while the

eastern one has numerous points,

capes and inlets. From its very

formation, it had been a battle-

ground between wind, waves and

plants. The winds push sand inland

forming larges dunes and these

expanded eastward. However the

situation is not static. Soil layers

under the sand tell of forests

emerging on the spit and cyclically

being devasted by fire or burial by

the sand, only to reemerge again.

The Curonian Spit suffered its

worst deforestration during the 17th

and 18th century, but especially

during the Seven Years War (1 756-

1763). Trees were felled indis-

criminately to build fortresses and

ships and for the production of tar

and charcoal. Gradually the

Curonian Spit was reduced to a

wasteland. By the early 19th cen-

tury only two small forests near

luodkrante and Nida had survived.

The wind was fast eroding what thin

soil layers were left. Dune sand was

being blow inland burying old

fishermen's villages. In less than

200 years 14 villages were covered

by the sand and the inhabitants had

to relocated. The village of Senieji

Nagliai was thus forced to relocate

four times. Only in the middle of the

19th century was stabilization of the

dunes and reforestration begun.

With the help of Danish and

German experts, local Curonians

began planting grasses and building

wicker fences to stabilize the dunes.

Human hands, the tide and the

.. - ds thus formed barrier dunes
ng the coastline. This time

: lan activity enhanced the land-

6 ...)

scape of the Curonian Spit, and it is

the one we admire today.

Going from the sea to the lagoon,

these ecosystems are are encoun-

tered; the seaside beach and the

barrier dune; sand plain; the Great

Dune Ridge; lagoon sand plain; and

the lagoon beach. The sand plain is

aflat area between the barrier dunes

and the Great Dune Ridge. The

Great Dune Ridge is the largest

formation on the Curonian Spit

stretching along its eastern edge

from north to south. Some dunes of

the Great Dume Ridge are 60 meters

high, though on average they are

about 30 meters high. Most of the

Great Ridge Dunes are now
overgrown with forests. Drifting

dunes are now located only bet-

ween Pervalka and juodkrante and

near the Nida-Grobstas Point - the

most beautiful and grandiose on the

Curonian Spit. In many places it is

forested with grasses covering the

open spaces.

960 plant species grow on the

Curonain Spit and of these, 27 are

on the Lithuanian Endangered List.

Nowhere else in Lithuania can one
find sea holly, crossleaved heath,

ear-ly hairgrass or creeping twin-

flower. These plants have adopted

to the specific environment between

the sea and lagoon - strong winds

and frequent weather changes.

About 70 percent of the Curonian

Spit is now covered by forests and

other wildlife. A major intercon-

tinental bird migratory route passes

over the Curonian Spit with millions

of birds flying over it in the spring

and in the fall. Rare protected bird

species breed on the Spit.

Recent historical events divided

The Curonian Spit into two nearly

equal halves. The northern part is

Lithuanian and was designated the

Curonion Spit National Park in

1991. The southern part belongs to

Russia, the Kurskaya Kosa National

Park. The Lithuanian park includes

two nature preserves: Grobstas Re-

servation near the Russian border

consisting of the northern slope of

Sklandytoju (Glider's) Dune and the

Nagliai Reservation consisting of the

grey or dead dunes between Juod-

krante and Pervalka. There are also

four habitat reserves: Parnidis,

Karvaiciai, Juodkrante and Lapnu-

garis. The Spit also contains natural

monuments: six dunes, Raganu

(Witches) and Urbas Hills, Lydumas

Point and a marl pit at the foot of

C I KOMAN Si’ll C'OIN
ontiiuicil from page

: thousand years the

the Baltic Sea have washed

in western

the
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vaiciy villages which werf- b< ' ^

buried by the sand. In 1975, f'/ik

artist Eduardas Jonusas created

scupture on Skirstas Dune near

Pervalka and dedicated it to

Liudvikas Reza, the folklorist, poet

and publisher who first published

The Seasons by Kristijonas Do-

nelaitis.

The northern 5 kilometer segment

of the Spit, with Smiltyne and

Kopgalis (which is a part of of the

city of Klaipeda), is the most visited

part of the Spit. Fortifications built

by the Prussian Germans in the 19th

century and restored in 1979 be-

came the Lithuanian Maritine Mu-

seum. Next to it, the only dolphine

aquarium on the east coast of the

Baltic Sea was established in 1994.

The first Lithuanian sea captain,

Liudvikas Stulpinas (1871-1934) is

buries in the Kopgalis cemetary.

In discussing the Curonian Spit,

the weathervanes that once deco-

rated the blunt-bowed kurenas

boats must be mentioned. In 1844

the Karaliaucius Fishing Inspection

Commission introduced a unique

signaling system to monitor fishing

in the Curonian Lagoon. A two-toot

long, one-foot wide weathervane

painted with black and white quad-

rangles and a white or red pennant

had to be affixed to the each boat's

mast. The pattern on the vane

indicated the village of the owner,

how many boats and houses he

owned and how big his family was.

The Curonian Spit, an exceptional

creation of man and nature located in

the territories of Lithuania and Russia

was listed as a Cultural Landscape on

the World Heritage List by the

decision of the UNESCO W'orld

Heritage Com-
mittee during

its 24th session

held in Cairns,

Australia. The

Spit, thereby,

became a

protected ter-

ritory of global

importance.

The 29.3 meter high Nida light-

house built in 1 874 on the 51 meter

high Urbas Hill is the most important
' lighthouse on the Lithuanian

seacoast and is one of the highest. It

was blown up during WWII but was

rebuilt in 1 945.

Parnidis Dune. The churches of

Nida and Juodkrante and several

dozen old fishermen's houses are

objects of cultural heritage and are

registered as such. Oldtown Nida

and the fishermen's houses have

been designated as an urban

reservation.

There are five towns on the

Curonian Spit: Nida, Preila,

Pervalka, juodkrante and Smiltyne.

Nida is the largest with a population

of 1,700. It was first mentioned in

Teutonic Order documents in 1 385.

Modern Nida is composed of what

were previously the villages of Nida,

Purvyne and Skrusdyne. The pride

of Nida is the 52 meter high Pardinis

Dune which offers a magnificent

view of the Baltic Sea, the Curonian

Lagoon and the Sklandytojp Dune.

The ethnic cemetary next to the

Evangelical Luthern Church of Nida

is remarkable for its unique grave-

markes called krikstas which repre-

sent one of the oldest forms of

gravemarkers of 19th-20th century

Lithuania.

The unique natural environment

and peacefulness of the Curonian

Spit has long attracted eminent

people. From 1930 to 1935 writer

and Nobel Prize winner Tomas
Mann spent his summers here.

Today his villa houses the Tomas

Mann Cultural Center and a memo-
rial museum.

The second largest settlement is

juodkrante (Dark Coast) with a

population of 650 and situated on

the Curonian Lagoon side of the

Spit. It looks very dark when viewed

from the Lagoon at dusk, hence the

name. The settlement is famous for

its Amber Bay which yielded on

average 75 tons of amber yearly

between 1 860 and 1 890. Prior to

World War II, Joudkrante was a

European-class resort. Today it it

famous for its Witches Hill. Between

1979 and 1981 folk artists and

wood carvers came here during the

summer and created 71 oak sculp-

tures of legendary heroes of the Spit,

witches, and devils.

Preila is the third largest settlement

with a population of 200. It was

established between Priela and

Ozku (Goats) Points in 1836 to

1843 by the inhabitants of Naglip

and Karvaiciu villages which were

being buried by the advancing sand.

South of Priela is the highest dune of

the Curonian Spit, the 67.2 meter

high Vecekrugas (Old Inn) Dune.

Pervalka is the smallest settlement

with only 50 permanent residents. It

is believed that the name Pervalka

means 'a place where boats are

dragged'. Like Preila, Pervalka was

established in 1884 by the

inhabitants from the Nagliy and Kar-



LETTERS
1 thoroughly enjoyed your book review of the

\ ilnius Hoard and agree wholeheartedly with your

eoinnients. It is a pleasure to read constructive criticism of

a work as well as preaise. Did you review Robert Douchis’

btH>k in the same way? If so 1 would be most interested in

seeing a copy of the review. I wish you and the

Association every success in the New Year. Sincerely, J.

Ciraham Esler, London, Ontario Canada.

This issue of The Knight, Vol. 26 No. 5, which I

just received is filled with so much information about

Lithuania and its history, and coins. To me it is worth

many times the amount of the dues. 1 congratulate you on

a great paper. —Dillon Frost, Palmdale, CA.

WANT/FOR SALE ADS
WANTED; Picture postcards of Lithuania,

Klaipeda/Memel, pre-1940 only. Send photocopies with

prices to; J.R. Greene, 26 Bearsden Road, Athol, MA
01331.

WANTED; Always buying early Lithuanian coins

(pre-lSOO). Write with description for my generous offer.

Tony Tumonis, P.O. Box 89792, Tucson, AZ 85752. (520)

744-9856.

FOR SALE; Lithuanian Mint coin collector

sets. Years 2000 and 2003. Balzekas Museum of

Lithuanian Culture, 6500 S. Pulaski Road, Chicago,

IL 60629. (773) 682-6500. Fax; (773) 582-5133.

E-mail; giftshop(5)lithuanianmuseum.org.

PHILATELIST ALtJIRDAS RUZGAS PASSES

Lithuanian philatelist Algirdas Ruzgas

passed away in New York City on December 16,

2(H)4 at the age of 79. His cremains will be interred

m Kaunas next to his parents.

Ruzgas was active in the New York and

Chicago Lithuanian Philatelic Clubs, and was

well-known in Lithuanian collecting circles. He

.ilsiF had an extensive Lithuanian

:mismalic/banknote collection. Our thoughts and

prayer', are with the family at this time of loss.

Lithuanian Coin Set 2000.

Lietuvos monetu rinkinys

5, 2, and 1 litas; 50, 20, and 10 centu

$25 #1040

Lithuanian Coin Set 2003.

Lietuvos monetu rinkinys

5, 2, and 1 litas; 50, 20, and 10 centu

$35 #946

FOR SALE, various Lithuanian coins and

banknotes, etc. E-mail me for my latest price list. Frank

Passic. 9(K) S. Eaton St., Albion, Ml 49224.

.Albionfp@hotmail.com.

THE KNIGHT, Volume 27, No. 3, Issue

#144. The official publication of the Lithuanian

Numismatic Association. Aleksandras Radzius,

Baltimore, MD, DIRECTOR. Frank Passic, Albion,

Michigan, EDITOR.

Subscription/membership to Volume 27 (5

issues) a donation of $15 or more. Write; Alex

Radzius, Lithuanian Numismatic Association, P.O.

Box 22696, Baltimore, MD 21203.

EDITOR’S ADDRESS; Frank Passic, 900 S.

Eaton St., Albion, MI 49224.

Albionfp@hotmail.com

FOR BACK ISSUES; Write; Sarunas

Mingela, 46707 Stratford Court, Northville, MI

48167. The LNA is a member of the American

Numismatic Association C-1 17903.

\l KIt.HT: lleft tf) right) Al Ku/ga.s consults

Milh Hank (iaidis and Ka/imier Wysocki in this

|H » . niN-r, I'dtZ) photo taken at the N.Y. International

‘ -dn f onvenlion.


